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1. Introduction 
Only a few years ago the essentially non-linear Lagrangi­
ans of interacting quantized fields were regarded as an exotic phenomenon in 
field theory and their study was considered to be of no more than academic inte­
rest. However, recently the requirement for invariance in relation to the chiral 
group and the study of non-linear representations of this group have led to the 
non-linear chiral invariant Lagrangians which were given a direct physical mea­
ning (see, for example, Réf. [1]). The problem arose of how to work with such 
Lagrangians. The original idea, actually due to the desire to avoid the quantum 
field difficulties when considering this type of Lagrangians, was that one should 
consider them theoretically as phenomenological, and carry out the calculation 
only in the first non-vanishing orders by Lagrangian interaction, completely 
ignoring contributions from the so-called closed loops. 
It seems to us that such an ideology is untenable and can be regarded as no 
more than the first step in the study of non-linear Lagrangians. On the other 
hand, at present there is already a series of attempts to formulate a perturbation 
theory for essentially non-linear interaction. Although they cannot be regarded 
as a finished formulation of the theory, these attempts already represent a real 
instrument for the study of the /S-matrix in the higher orders of perturbation theo­
ry [2] . 
In the present paper we want to give a review of some methods in quantum 
field theory with essentially non-linear interaction L a g r a n g i a n s . W e will demon­
strate these methods in the onecomponent scalar field theory. Let us formulate 
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our problem. The Lagrangian density is written as 
where U (a) is some function of a . 
At first sight our problem consists in the calculation of perturbation series 
for the .S-matrix 
in accordance with the concept that the small perturbation changes slightly the 
states of the free field. However, it turned out, and this can be demonstrated on 
a simple model [3] , that the construction of a finite 5-matrix in a perturbation 
theory approach with a non-linear Lagrangian has nothing to do with this concept. 
This is in complete agreement with the results of the axiomatic approach to quan­
tum field theory, where we have the existence of a unitary iS-matrix giving the 
transition between the asymptotic free fields <Din and Cp0ut- Existence of the par­
tial unitary matrix S (t, — o o ) for finite t is forbidden (Haag's theorem). That 
is why our problem should be formulated in the following way: 
Is it possible for the essentially non-linear Lagrangian of type (1.1) to put 
in correspondence a unitary iS-matrix free of divergences in every order of the 
perturb ati on t he ory ? 
We shall understand the words «to put in correspondence)) in the spirit of 
the methods of summing up divergence series. Unfortunately at present there 
exist no good physical ideas to avoid the great ambiguity which arises when we 
carry out our programme. From a mathematical point of view, the best thing 
which can be done is the concentration of all ambiguities only in second or­
der, and the absence of new uncertainties in the highest orders of perturbation 
theory. 
In this paper we will consider mainly the second order of perturbation theo­
ry, because we aim here to give a general idea of methods in the essentially non­
linear theory, and we shall not enter into strict mathematical details. 
2. Axioms of Non-Local Quantum Field Theory 
We shall use the method of axiomatic construction of theory 
worked out b y Bogolubov, Medvedev and Polivanov [4, 5 ] . This method follows 
the programme proposed b y Heisenberg, where we consider only matrix elements 
of the *S-matrix which correspond to transitions b e t w e e n asymptotic stable states. 
The set of such matrix elements can be represented as a functional expansion with 
respect to normal products of asymptotic fields 
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In this chapter we formulate the fundamental physical ground on which we shall 
construct the considered variant of the theory. In this, our goal is not to formulate 
a consistent, complete and independent system of axioms as is done in the Wight-
man approach but only to list those physical assumptions which we shall need 
during the construction. These assumptions we divide into two groups: general 
properties of the .scattering matrix on the mass shell and special local properties 
needed for extension of the scattering matrix off the mass shell. 
GENERAL P R O P E R T I E S 
1) STATES 
The asymptotic states of the system contain the infinitely 
separated particles and their bounded complexes. The interaction between these 
particles and complexes is equal to zero and the fundamental dynamical charac­
teristics of the system (the energy, momentum, angular moments, etc.) are addi­
tive. These states are described by amplitudes J . . . ) which are elements of a Hil-
bert space. 
2) RELATIVISTIC INVARIANCE 
We have a group G of transformations L which contains the 
Lorentz group as a subgroup and can also contain other transformations (for examp­
le, isotopic, gradient, e t c ) . Under the action of L from G, the amplitudes trans­
form according to some unitary representation U^ If in the state | p) the energy 
momentum vector P has a definite value and La is a translation x ~v x + a, then 
ULa\p)=e-^\p) 
3) EXISTENCE OF VACUUM 
A unique state exists for which 
tfr.|0> = |0> 
for all UL. This is the vacuum state. 
4) COMPLETENESS AND SPECTRALITY 
A system of eigenstates of 4~momentum | n, kn) exists corres­
ponding to non-negative values of energy and, together with | 0 ) , this system is 
complete; so we have 
Here n denotes the collection of all remaining discrete and continuous quantum num-
bers which, together with kn, completely describes the states. If there are only 
scalar particles of one type, then 
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5) EXISTENCE AND UNITARITY OF S-MATRÏX 
The probability amplitude of transition from the state | a ) 
to the state [ $ ) is given by the matrix element {$\S \ a) of an operator S (scatte-
ring matrix) which, on the mass shell, satisfies the unitarity condition 
where |a> and | p> are arbitrary asymptotic states of the system. Under the trans-
formations L from the group G the 5-matrix transforms according to the unitary 
transformation Ui> 
6) STABILITY 
If I a") denotes the vacuum or a state containing only one real 
particle or one stable complex, then the stability condition for such states reads 
S j a ) = j a>. 
LOCAL PROPERTIES 
Now we shall extend the expansion (2.1) which défines the scat-
tering matrix. The extension will be for arbitrary but commutative fields qp (x). 
Such procedure is highly non-unique and we shall consider only those extensions 
for which the relativistic invariance of the iS-matrix is conserved and, moreover, 
we shall assume that the following local properties are satisfied. 
1) INTEGRABILITY 
The extended S operator possesses variational derivatives of 
arbitrary degree with respect to asymptotic fields. The radiative operators 
and their products are integrable, i. e. all matrix elements 
<a i R(m) (* l f . . . , xn) R(n) (y l f . . y n ) 10> 
are generalized functions integrable on some space Zn considered in [6]. 
2) MACROCAUSALITY CONDITION 
In reasonable non-local theory it is necessary to require the 
following: 
Physical macrocausality condition 
Non-causal behaviour must be localized in a small bounded domain of space-
time and for large distances must vanish sufficiently rapidly. 
Now we go to the mathematical formulation of our physical conditions. We 
shall follow the Bogolubov method [4] . We shall introduce the operations of 
«switching on» and «switching off» the interaction. Let the function g (x) with 
values from the interval (0, 1) characterize the intensity of switching on the inter-
action. Let now gx (x) be different from zero in the domain Gx cz i ? 4 and g2 (x) 
in the domain G2 cz i ? 4 . Then the ^-matrix of our theory satisfies the condition 
of microcausalitv if 
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Here the symbol G2 > Gt denotes that all points of the domain G2 (Gx) are loca­
ted in the future (in the past) in relation to some moment of time t. We shall say 
that the iS-matrix satisfies the condition of macrocausality if 
lim (P) ] <a IS (gl + g2) - S {g2) S (gl) I P) I = 0, 
p->co 
where ( a ) and | $ ) are any physical states of our system, the function h (p) is po­
sitive and satisfies the condition 
l i m — — = oo. 
p-voo P 
Usually, in a reasonable non-local theory, the behaviour of h (p) is as h (p) > p 2  
or even h (p) ~ eP. The parameter p is the Euclidean distance between two domains 
Gx and G2: 
3. Our Formulation of the Problem 
We shall now formulate our problem for solutions of which 
we shall look in the following. We shall consider the scattering matrix given by 
the fixed interaction Lagrangian Lj (x) in the form of formal expansion with res­
pect to the power of interaction g: 
We shall not consider the problem of convergence of this formal series. There 
are serious reasons for thinking that it is divergent [29, 3 0 ] . But we shall consi­
der this series as a source of reasonable asymptotic expansions if the coupling 
constant g is small enough. 
In order to connect the formal expansion (4.1) with the interaction Lagran­
gian Li (X) we shall use the correspondence principle which states that for infi-
nitesimelly small g the matrix S (g) ought to have the form 
S = 1 — ig^Li(x)dx, 
from which it follows that 
Sx (x = Li (X). 
According to Bogolubov [4] we can construct from Sx (x) all Sn {xt ... xn) if we 
use the conditions for ^-matrix in each order of perturbation theory. But in that 
way, as is known [41, quasilocal terms appear in the usual local theories and in 
our case this arbitrariness will be even greater. 
We shall proceed in a different way. We wish to give a definite sense to the 
expressions 
Sn (xl9 •.. , xn) = T(Li {xx) ...Li (xn)). 
Usually in local theories the T symbol denotes the chronological ordering of ope­
rators. In the case of non-local theories the meaning of the T symbol as a strict 
ordering of field operators is meaningless. We retain the T symbol but now we 
shall understand it as an operation according to which we shall construct our 
Sn (xt ... xn) from Li (x). In fact this operation is an additional postulate of the 
theory which guarantees the uniqueness of our construction. And we shall natu­
rally require that the iS-matrix in each order of perturbation theory satisfies all 
conditions formulated above. 
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4. Preliminary Remarks 
Before proceeding to describe the summation methods, we 
wish to present general considerations which make clear what can be expected 
in the case of a successful construction of a finite, unitary ^-matrix for the non­
linear Lagrangians. 
First of all, let us examine the 5-matrix in first order of the coupling constant g, 
S± describes any elastic and inelastic processes with any number of incoming or 
outgoing particles, and the amplitudes for all these processes appear to be constant. 
In second order, we have 
The expansion (1.1) being known, it can easily be obtained for F^im? 
(4.2) 
where Ac (x) is the causal function 
The series (4.2) possess two kinds of peculiarities. Firstly, there exist such se­
quences of the coefficients un for which this series diverges for any complex num­
bers Ac. Secondly, even when this series converges, the function F^\mz (x) has the 
essential singularity at the point x = 0. Therefore the evaluation of Fourier 
transform Fm\m2 (p2) is not a simple problem. Namely, it is the main difficulty 
in studying non-renormalization theories. 
Let us suppose that we are able somehow to evaluate the amplitudes 
Moreover, let us suppose these functions to be finite. What properties must be 
satisfied by the functions F*mtmt (p2) for a fulfilment of the conditions of unitari­
ty and causality? 
For the sake of simplicity, let us examine the elastic scattering amplitude 
F(22 (s), where s — p 2 . According to (4.2), the amplitude F(Sz (s) can be represen­
ted in a certain «Pickwickian sensé» as an infinite sum of Feynman diagrams 
(see fig.)-
What can be said about the behaviour of the amplitude Fn (s)? Its real part 
can be found only after defining the integral (4.3). However, it follows from its 
Fig. 
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general form that, being an amplitude of second order of perturbation theory, 
in the complex s-plane Mjz (s) must be real on the real axis when s <Z 4w 2, must 
contain a simple pole — having a residue / 2 = &|/3!, at the point s = m2 — and 
a branch point at s = Am2. If unitarity is fulfilled, the discontinuity p 2 2 (s) across 
this branch cut must be 
where s = p2. Here Q n (s) is the phase volume for n scalar particles. The ampli­
tude F^i (s) must have no other singularities at finite values of s. 
Now let us examine the dependence of the asymptotic behaviour of the ima­
ginary part (4.4) on the form of the coefficients un when 5 - ^ + 00. The phase 
volume Qn (p2) can be written for n >> 1 and s ^> m2 in the form 7>: 
where a (s, n) is a slowly varying function. Its explicit form will not be essential 
for our purposes. Because the coefficients un+2 are positive, the imaginary part 
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Im F{22 (s) — P22 (s) increases with increasing s more rapidly than any finite po­
wer of s. The results of the calculations [8] are presented in the Table. 
In fact, in a theory with essentially a non-linear interaction Lagrangian, 
the function 
is the only function which is mathematically well defined. It is represented as 
a finite sum which has sense for any sequences of un coefficients. As a matter of 
fact, our problem consists in the construction of the theory in accordance with 
these spectral functions. 
It can be seen from the Table that in case I the behaviour of the imaginary 
part agrees with the requirement of locality in the sense of Jaffe [ 9 ] and Meiman 
[10]. In this case the «interaction» function U ( c p ) is an entire analytic function 
in the cp complex plane which has an order p << 2 . In other cases the amplitude 
will be non-local [ 6 ] . In cases I and I I , the function U ( c p ) is analytic at the point 
(p = 0. In case I I I , U ( c p ) is not analytic at the point cp = 0, the series (1.1) is 
formal, but the functions pmtm2 (s) exist and we can try to construct the finite 
theory. 
According to what has been said above, the function #11 (s), if it exists, can 
be written in the form 
I 
where V (s\ s) and W (s) are entire functions on the s complex plane. V ($', s) is 
such that the integral converges for any complex s and 
V(sf s) = 1. 
We can now try to solve the problem of the definition of the integral (4.3). 
5 . C o m m o n f e a t u r e s o f t h e m e t h o d s 
The general feature common to all the methods is that inte­
grals of type (4.3) must be considered in Euclidean metrics. The transition to 
Euclidean metrics can be carried out at any stage of the evaluation, but this tran­
sition must always exist. The possibility of transition to Euclidean metrics is 
closely connected with the analytical structure of the quantum field theory [11 ]. 
Moreover, it can be said, although I do not know the strict mathematical proof, 
that this possibility is one of the necessary conditions for securing the unitarity 
of the ^-matrix. 
There exist several improper mathematical procedures for going over to 
Euclidean metrics, but we will not introduce them here. We will suppose from 
the beginning that the integral (4.3) can be written in Euclidean metrics. Hence 
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where Kx (u) is a MacDonald function. Here all integrations are performed over 
the Euclidean x and k space, q is the Euclidean region q2 = —p2 > 0. The tran­
sition to the physical region must be made by analytical continuation. 
The existing methods of defining the integral (5.1) can be divided condi­
tionally into three groups: 
I. Definition of the integral F (q2) 
I I . Definition of the functions (x) 
I I I . Introduction of non-local form factors. 
In the first case one tries to give a certain improper mathematical sense to 
the integration over x space when we have a nonsense integral (5.1). We shall not 
consider these methods here (see 1 2 ) ) . In the second case, one tries to define the 
function F (x). Namely, one postulates that the series (5.2) is only an asymptoti­
cal series. There exists a «true» function F (x) which has no singularity when 
x 0, i. e., A (x) co. The series (5.2) is an asymptotical expansion of the 
function F (x) when x oo, i. e., A (x)—>- 0. We have to find this «true» function. 
In the third case, one tries to introduce in the theory such form factors which can 
remove all ultra-violet divergences and secure unitarity. 
6. Definition of the Function 
and Unitarity Condition 
We have to define the functions ^ m ! m 2 in (4.2) or in (5.2). This 
is the reason for the non-uniqueness of the problem and the question is now how 
to define these functions F^m^ 
What is the general idea of these methods? Let us act formally in the follo­
wing manner. The ^-matrix in Euclidean metrics can be considered as a functio­
nal of the scalar function cp (x) 
(6.1) 
where the symbol T has a definite functional sense, namely 
It is the well-known Wick theorem [4, 13]. Here all the integration is performed 
over Euclidean space. 
In perturbation theorv we have 
where aj = cp (XJ). 
The existing methods of dealing with non-linear Lagrangians are precisely 
connected with the definition of operators in (6.2). We should like to repeat that 
this is the reason for the non-uniqueness of the problem. 
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The functions 
treated as functions of real positive variables Ai7- = A (xi — Xj) must satisfy 
the following conditions C. 
Cx: The condition of the absence of ultra-violet divergences (sufficient), 
with respect to each variable A^. 
C2: The condition that the amplitudes must be real in the Euclidean region 
of momentum variables. The functions Fml..,mn (An) must be real and cannot 
have any singularities in the intervals 
0 < A 1 ? - < oo. 
Cs: The condition that the S matrix must be unitary. The functions i^m 1 ) . . .m n 
must be asymptotically expanded 
when Aik — A (xi — x k ) 0. Here s is an arbitrary number in the interval 1 <I 
<C s <C — 1 ; co is the symbol of asymptotic expansion. The above equality must 
be satisfied for arbitrary partitions of n points ( x t , x n ) in F%{m„mn ( x x , x n ) 
into two parts having s points in one part and (n — $) points in the other. 
In second order, this condition looks as follows: 
(6.3) 
when A 0* 
In the proof of unitarity in perturbation theory, it is necessary to show that 
the imaginary part of the amplitude in the nih order is connected with amplitudes 
in lower orders. In analytical continuation, with respect to the invariant momen­
tum variables, it will be necessary to make a subtraction of the asymptotic series 
with respect to each A%j separately, and the coefficients of these asymptotic series 
must be the same as the functions F^^ in lower orders. Using the so-called Cut­
kosky rule for the normal thresholds, which was proved for non-local theories in 
[14] we can prove the unitarity of the ^-matrix in each order of perturbation 
theory. 
Let us show in second order, if such F{^tWf2 (A) exist, that the unitarity will 
be fulfilled. So let us suppose that there exists a function Fm\m2 (A) = F (A), 
which satisfies the conditions C. Then the integral 
F (p 2 ) = J d4xe^F (A (z)) 
exists (we recall that q2 = — p% > 0). Let us represent this integral in the form: 
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Here a is a fixed number, N is any arbitrary whole number. 
Let us consider Px ( p 2 ) . Integrating over the Euclidean angles, we obtain: 
One can see that this integral converges for any complex p 2 and therefore it de­
fines the entire function of order l / 2 in the complex p 2 plane. 
The function P0 (p2) can be represented as 
when w-^co according to (6.3), the integral (6. 5) defines the analytical function 
of p 2 in the region 
Rep2<:(N+ I ) 2 m2. 
Finally, let us consider PB (p 2 ) . Using the identity 
where A (x, x) is the causal function of the scalar field with mass x and Qn (x 2 ) is 
the phase volume (4.5). Substituting (6.6) in (6.4), after straightforward calcu­
lation, we obtain 
Here J0 (u) and Jx (u) are the Bessel functions. The integral (6.7) converges well, 
because for x oo, p^ (x 2 ) ~ %2N and Km (KO) ~ e~~aK. We notice that 
dA{K2, X 2 ) ^ l . 
One can see that P3 (p2) has a simple pole at the point p 2 = m2 and a cut at the 
n m n t n 2 = 4 m 2 I f 
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where 
according to the unitarity condition. 
Because the number N can be chosen arbitrarily large, the function F (p2) 
has a simple pole at the point p2 = m2 and a cut at the point p2 = Am2 with the 
imaginary part (6.8) and has no other singularities in an arbitrary finite region 
of the p2 plane. 
Therefore the function F (p2) has the representation (4.6) according to the 
requirement of unitarity. 
Let us now consider the problem of ambiguity. I t is known [15] that the 
summation of the asymptotic series is not unambiguous. Two or more functions 
can satisfy the conditions C. If Fx (A) and F2 (A) are such functions, then 
/ (A) = Fx (A) - F2 (A) 
has the essential singularity in the point A = 0 such that 
iim A~~Af(A) = 0 (6.9) 
for any positive A. I t means that in momentum space the function 
is an entire analytical function because the integral (6.10) converges for any comp­
lex p2 according to (6.9). 
Therefore we can see that any ambiguity in the definition of the function 
F (A) leads to an ambiguity in the choice of the entire function W (s) in the repre­
sentation (4.6). 
If we want to obtain a unique function F (A) satisfying the conditions C, we 
have to introduce certain new conditions which can secure uniqueness. We shall 
call this new additional condition, which secures uniqueness: Cu. 
7. Methods for Defining the Function F(2)(A) 
Let us start from the simplest case which is not directly con­
nected with the non-linear Lagrangians. 
A) Peratization of Pais and Feinberg 116]. In this case, after various mani­
pulations, we have to sum the series 
oo 
F (A) = 2 /»A» 
where / is a constant. The simplest solution is 
This function satisfies the conditions Cx and C3 and does not satisfy condition C 2 . 
Pais and Feinberg defined F (A), having remembered that m ~>- m — ief 
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Therefore they defined the integral (5.1), but the function F (p2) is complex in 
the Euclidean region and unitarity is not fulfilled. Their troubles can be avoided 
if we define 
where P is the symbol of the principal value. There exist several other possibili­
ties, for example 
and so on. 
If we have the series 
C O 
7 1 = 1 
then after analogous calculations, we obtain 
The principal value has no sense for this integral, but the following definition 
can be used: 
B) Functional method. This procedure was proposed almost simultaneously 
and independently in Refs. 1 7 ) and 18>. We will consider here only the second or­
der. We have to define 
a* 
S& (A, a l 5 a 2 ) = / d^da<* U ( a j U (a 2 ) . (7.2) 
Formally we can write the representation 
Substituting this representation in (7.2) and noticing that there are operators of 
displacement in (7.3), we obtain formally 
Introducing the new variables according to 
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Expanding this function in powers of a x and a2 we can see that F(^im2 (A) is a 
finite sum of the functions 
One can see that fklh2 (A) satisfies condition C3 if 
lim J U (z) I = 0. (7.5) 
On the other hand, the integral must exist. It is possible only in the case when 
the function U (z) has cuts with degrees y << 1 in the z complex plane, for example 
(7.6) 
It is possible to show that the final integrals (7.4) for the Lagrangians of 
type (7.6) satisfy the conditions C. Therefore we have the unique prescription, 
but all manipulations between the initial and final formulae (7.2) and (7.4) have 
no strict mathematical sense. 
Condition Cu can be formulated in the following way. The functions F%\m% (A) 
are defined by Eq. (7.4), where the interaction function U (w) satisfies condition 
(7.5) and 
where G is any bounded region in the complex plane. 
This procedure can be followed to the highest orders 13, 17, 18, 19] of per­
turbation theory and apparently the functions F*$x..mn %n) will satisfy the 
conditions C. 
C) The Lee — Zumino approach. B . W. Lee and Zamino [20] used this last 
method for the interaction Lagrangian 
One can see that the integral (7.4) does not exist in this case. If we consider, for 
example, the amplitude F(^2k (A) we obtain, according to (4.2) 
One can see that this series diverges. We may apply Borel's method of «sumrna-
tion» [15] to (7.7): 
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This integral is not well defined for real A. Here we can use the definition (7.1). 
Finally, we obtain 
Instead of this simple prescription, Lee and Zumino considered the analytical 
continuation of the integral (7.8) over constant coupling a and finally obtained 
the same definition (7.9). 
This prescription is good only in second order of the perturbation theory. 
If we consider the highest orders, it will not be clear how we can satisfy all the 
conditions C, because this method does not give the unique mathematical pres­
cription for acting in each perturbation term. 
D) Direct summation method. This method was proposed in Ref. [21 ]. Let 
us suppose that the function U (cp) can be represented as 
If we expand the exponent in (7.11) into a series with respect to Ay, then each 
term in this expansion can be integrated and it is easy to obtain the ordinary 
perturbation expansions. However, it is easy to see that, as a whole, the integral 
obtained, (7.11), is either divergent for arbitrary An or is convergent but defines 
a function which increases with Ay more rapidly than every finite power of Ay, 
i. e., this function does not satisfy the condition Cv 
We propose the following regularization procedure. We assume that the 
action of the operator 
on exp (i (a$i + ocjPj)} under the sign integral in (7.11) gives 
A s 
I 
and A, is a positive parameter. Using (7.11), (4.1) and (7.12), we obtain for the 
functions ^ . . ^ (xv xn) the following expression: 
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First of all we note that this formula gives the usual expression for coefficient 
functions in the case of interactions of the U (cp) = (p3 or U (cp) = cp4 type. In 
this sense the procedure introduced is regular. 
Obviously the proposed procedure is not unique. Already in ( 7 . 1 2 ) a new 
arbitrary dimensionless constant À appeared. Moreover, instead of 0 (1 — 
— ÀAfipfpf) it is possible to introduce 6 (1 — AAypf) • 9 (1 — X&h&i) or 0 (1 + 
+ XAijfiifij), where a is a new constant. But if we have chosen one of these pos­
sible regularizations, the function ^ . . m r i (x±, xn) will satisfy the conditions 
C and the IS-matrix will be unitary in each order of perturbation theory. 
8. Non-Local Methods 
We can consider the essentially non-linear interaction Lag­
rangians by directly introducing the non-local form factors into the theory. We 
will consider two possibilities. 
A) Non-local field [ 2 2 ] . We shall assume that the field (p (x) is not present 
in the interaction Lagrangian, but instead we have the CD (x) field which is gi­
ven by 
where A (x — y) is a non-local generalized function from a suitable space of non­
local distributions [ 6 ] . I t means that the Fourier transform 
is an entire analytical function in the complex p2 plane. We will suppose that the 
function A (p2) satisfies the following requirements: 
1 . The entire function A (p2) has an order of p < 1 , i. e., 
Z. A {m*) = 1. 
3. In the Euclidean region, the integral 
Formally, the IS-matrix can be written in the usual form ( 6 . 1 ) . We can expand 
the ^-matrix into perturbation series and go to N products according to the Wick 
theorem where, under «chronological» contraction, we shall understand 
The perturbation theory series the ^-matrix will be constructed using the usual 
Feynman diagram technique, only instead of the usual causality function, we 
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will use the function (8.1). As is shown in Ref. [14] , it is possible to go over to 
Euclidean metrics if the function A (p2) satisfies the above-mentioned conditions. 
Then we can again consider the ^-matrix to be a functional of the scalar 
function O (x) and 
Here all intergrations are performed over Euclidean space. 
If the interaction function U (CP (x)) can be represented in the form 
oo 
U (CP (x)) = J d$U (p) e*P®<*> 
—co 
we obtain in perturbation theory 
Because 
i,i=0 
Then it is easy to obtain 
C O 
where V4 is a finite Euclidean four-volume. One can see that in this case not only 
is each perturbation term well defined, but the whole perturbation series conver­
ges when F 4 << co and 
i. e., U (O) is an entire analytical function in the CD complex plane and its order 
P < 2 . 
The divergences connected with the four-volume F 4 can be picked out in the 
form of a non-essential phase factor. 
B) Introduction of a form factor [23]. Let us return to the formula (7.11). 
Let us consider the function 
According to what has been said above, the Fourier transform of the function 
W (x) — if it exists — can be written in the form (4.6). We postulate the follo­
wing definition: 
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Here q2 is the Euclidean momentum. Let V (q2) be an entire function and 
where h (u) is a monotonically increasing function, so that the integral in (8.2) 
converges. 
Going over to the espace, we find that the function 
Wy (Pxp2, x) = j #qeWWY®£» q2) 
is bounded at the point x = 0. It means that the expression 
It is shown in [23] that we can always choose the form factor to secure convergen­
ce of this integral. 
This method can be used for any interaction Lagrangians of the type (1.1)* 
where u n is a sequence of numbers which can be represented as 
un = j lndG {I). 
Here a (£) is a complex measure. In this case the series (1.1) can be formal. I t 
is exactly case I I I of the Table. 
Therefore we can put in correspondence a unitary S matrix for any interaction 
Lagrangian. 
Conclusion 
1. We can put in correspondence a unitary ^-matrix for any 
interaction Lagrangians. 
2. I t must be stressed that for high energies the realistic parameter of expan­
sion is gA (E) where A (E) increases with energy. For example, ehxE — in 
electrodynamics, GE2 — in the theory of weak interactions, ge^El)a (a) >- 1 — in 
the cases considered above. For this reason, the perturbation theory is valid only 
for the coupling constants and for energies when 
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i. e. g and E must be small enough. In the region of high energies we have to go 
out of the framework of the perturbation theory. 
3. We think that for small energies (gA (E) <C 1) the effect of an ambiguity 
of all methods is not essential from the physical point of view. The contributions 
from the region of high energies enter in the perturbation series as a some effecti­
ve constants. In the case when we can feel the difference between methods we have 
to go out of the framework of the perturbation theory. 
4. The main problem of using of these methods in the realistic cases of the charg­
ed fields is how we have to introduce into consideration the electromagnetic 
field and secure the gauge invariance in the perturbation theory with a non-linear 
interaction Lagrangian. 
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